
foodora, premium meal delivery startup launches in France
Supported by Rocket Internet foodora has the ambition to become the leader desservices
Delivery Meals on Wheels of the best restaurants in Europe.

Paris, July 2, 2015 - foodora , Berlin delivery company premium meals, starts  today in Paris.
Founded in October 2014, the startup is a market segment that  traditional delivery services
do not cover: home delivery of quality dishes  prepared in the best restaurants of Paris. 

foodora acts as an intermediary for the restaurateurs do not always have the logistical means 
to ensure a delivery service and so provides access to a wider base of potential customers.
The  online platform already offers a selection of over 130 popular Parisian restaurants and 
trendy delivery. The famous burgers Schwartz's deli  , authentic specialties Anglo Saxon of
Frenchie to Go and oriental flavors in Mian Fan are now  available through foodora.

"The decision to launch foodora in Paris is obvious. The high population density, the level of 
high life and the French gastronomy reputation make Paris an ideal market for  an expansion.
Our delivery service selects the best addresses in the capital  offering Parisian foodies
privileged access to their favorite restaurants from their sofa or  from the office, "says Boris
Mittermüller, Founder and Executive of foodora in France.

In order to preserve the flavor and quality of service of its partner restaurants, foodora 
guarantees delivery of every order in less than 30 minutes in all zones  defined order. To
ensure such a service despite the Parisian caps foodora opts for  100% delivery bicycle, 100%
environmentally friendly, assisted by a sophisticated algorithm  calculating the optimal delivery

http://www.mianfan.fr/
http://www.frenchietogo.com/
http://schwartzsdeli.fr/
http://www.foodora.fr/
http://foodora.pr.co/images/172161


route for each race.

"Foodora its promises in terms of service: delivery drivers are competent and delivery times
are met. A caller is still available and the customer focus at foodora "says Sébastien Desrez of
Marcel King .

“foodora its promises in terms of service: delivery drivers are competent and
delivery times are met. A caller is still available and the customer focus at
foodora„
— Sébastien Marcel Desrez King.

The success of the startup in Germany paved the way for a launch in France, with the  support
of Rocket Internet. An expansion throughout Europe is expected before the end of  the
summer.

"We are growing rapidly thanks to this that we learned of the launch of foodora in  Germany.
We wish to establish ourselves wherever people appreciate and ask to taste  quality cuisine.
"Adds Boris Mittermüller.

How foodora?

Just enter their postal code on www.foodora.fr and select his favorite restaurant in the list. It
only remains to choose his favorite food, pay his order online by credit card or through PayPal
and then wait up to 30 minutes before serving his flat, as the restaurant.

About foodora

foodora, the intelligent delivery service founded in October 2014 in Germany by Konstantin
Mehl and supported by Rocket  Internet, was launched in France in May 2015 by Boris
Mittermüller. A sophisticated algorithm is used to identify  the optimal route for each order.
foodora is committed to offering its food quality customers, delivered quickly  by friendly
couriers.
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